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Automatic Acronym Dictionary Construction Based on Acronym 

Generation Types.

Yeo-Chan YOON•õ, Nonmember, So-Young PARK•õ•õ, Young-In SONG•õ•õ•õ, 

Hae-Chang RIM•õ•õ•õa), Members, and Dae-woong RHEE•õ•õ, Nonmember

SUMMARY In this paper, we propose a new model off automatically 
constructing an acronym dictionary. The proposed model generates possi-
ble acronym candidates from a definition, and then verifies each acronym-
definition pair with a Naive Bayes classifier based on web documents. In 
order to achieve high dictionary quality, the proposed model utilizes the 
characteristics of acronym generation types: a syllable-based generation 
type, a word-based generation type, and a mixed generation type. Com-
pared with a previous model recognizing an acronym-definition pair in a 
document, the proposed model verifying a pair in web documents improves 
approximately 50% recall on obtaining acronym-definition pairs from 314 
Korean definitions. Also, the proposed model improves 7.25% F-measure 
on verifying acronym-definition candidate pairs by utilizing specialized 
classifiers with the characteristics of acronym generation types.
key words: acronym, automatic dictionary construction

1. Introduction

Acronym identification is regarded as the problem of find-
ing pairs of a long form(a definition such as a named entity) 
and a short form(an acronym). These pairs are known to 
be useful for an information retrieval system or a question 
answering system. For example, given a query with a defi-
nition Carnegie Mellon University, an information retrieval 
system can retrieve some documents including its acronym 
CMU by using acronym-definition pairs. However, it's hard 
to construct an acronym dictionary manually because too 
many acronyms exist and also new acronyms are continu-
ously generated. Consequently, it is required to develop a 
method of automatically constructing the dictionary.

Recently, some approaches have been proposed to au-
tomatically find an acronym-definition pair in an English 
document [1]-[5]. These approaches recognize an acronym 
consisting of capital letters, and then search its definition in 
a document by using some heuristics or statistical classifiers. 
These approaches show a good performance for finding co-
reference relation between an acronym and a definition in 
the document. Nevertheless, it is impossible to recognize 
an acronym such as radar, which has no explicit evidence 

to distinguish an acronym from a non-acronym. Moreover, 
these approaches are not guaranteed to construct a large-
scale dictionary because the approach, which can find a sin-

gle acronym-definition pair in a given document, cannot ob-
tain other correct acronym-definition pairs which do not ap-

pear in the document.
On the other hand, other approaches have been pro-

posed to verify a pair of two representations in web docu-
ments [6], [7]. These approaches are based on the assump-
tion that a representation much more frequently occurs with 
its correct correspondent than its incorrect correspondent in 
a very large corpus. However, these approaches show limi-
tation on verification performance because these approaches 
depend on only co-occurrence information without consid-
ering relative characteristics between a representation and 
its correspondent.

In this paper, we propose a new model of automati-
cally constructing an acronym dictionary. In order to re-
duce the difficulty of recognizing a Korean acronym, which 
has no explicit evidence to distinguish an acronym from a 
non-acronym, the proposed model generates acronym can-
didates from a given definition. For the purpose of achiev-
ing high dictionary quality, the proposed model utilizes the 
characteristics of acronym generation types as well as the 
co-occurrence information in web documents

2. Acronym Generation Types

An acronym is generated by aligning and extracting some 

pieces from a definition consisting of a few words. As 
described in Fig. 1, acronym generation types can be clas-
sified into four types: a character-based generation type, 
a syllable-based generation type, a word-based generation 
type, and a mixed generation type.

First, the character-based generation type (CGT) de-

Fig. 1 Examples according to acronym generation types.
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scribes that an acronym is generated by aligning and ex-
tracting some characters from a definition. Most English 
acronyms are applicable to this type. For example, a defini-
tion museum of science and technology can be represented 
as an acronym MOST.

Second, the syllable-based generation type (SGT) rep-
resents that an acronym is generated by aligning and extract-
ing some syllables from a definition. For example, a defini-
tion University of Pennsylvania is denoted as an acronym 
UPenn based on syllable units.

Third, the word-based generation type (WGT) de-
scribes that an acronym is generated by aligning and extract-
ing some key words from a definition. As shown in Fig. 1, 
an acronym the Ministry of Education represents its defini-
tion without some non-key words.

Fourth, the mixed generation type (MGT) describes that 
an acronym is generated based on more than two acronym 

generation types. As shown in Fig. 1, an acronym radar 
is generated by aligning and extracting the first syllable ra 
from radio and the first characters d, a, and r from detect-
ing and ranging respectively. Next section will describe a 
model of constructing a acronym dictionary based on these 
acronym generation types.

3. Korean Acronym Dictionary Construction

In order to construct a Korean acronym dictionary for a 

given definition list, the proposed model generates possible 
acronym candidates and verifies each acronym-definition 
candidate pair as shown in Fig. 2. For dictionary quality, the 

proposed model considers three acronym generation types: 
the syllable-based generation type, the word-based genera-
tion type, and the mixed generation type. For the purpose 
of reducing the model complexity, the proposed model ex-
cludes the character-based generation type because this type 
is applicable to an extremely low ratio in the whole Ko-
rean acronyms while this type generates too many spurious 
acronym candidates.

Section 3.1 describes how to generate each candidate 

pair of a definition and an acronym according to alignment 
rules. And then, Sect. 3.2 represents how to yield final dic-
tionary entries by using each type's own verifier as shown in 
Fig. 2. In this paper, a final dictionary entry is represented as 

(acr, def), a pair of an acronym and a definition, while a can-
dilate pair is represented as type (acr, def) with an acronym 

generation type in order to utilize the characteristics of each 
acronym generation type during verification.

Fig. 2 Acronym dictionary construction model.

3.1 Acronym Candidate Generation

Given a definition represented as a sequence of words, the 

proposed model aligns some nodes from each word accord-

ing to the following three alignment rules. And then, the 

proposed model connects two immediate nodes with transi-

tion arcs as shown in Fig. 3. In order to reduce the number 

of candidate acronyms, the syllable alignment rule does not 

utilize the middle syllables in a word. Compared with a sim-

ple rule generating 2s-2 acronym candidates by combining 

some syllables, these three rules generates 4w-2 acronym 

candidates where w (the number of words) is much smaller 

than s (the number of syllables), and -2 represents both a 

definition itself and a null candidate ƒÓ.

•E Non-Alignment Rule: Align no character, no syllable, 

and no word from a given word.

•E Syllable Alignment Rule: Align either the first sylla-

ble or the last syllable from a given word.

•E Word Alignment Rule: Align the whole word from a 

given word.

In order to assign each candidate pair to the generation 

type, the propose model analyzes the rules applied for the 

acronym candidate. Specifically, the generation type SGT 

is assigned when an acronym candidate is generated by the 

syllable alignment rule and the non-alignment rule. Also, 

the generation type WGT is assigned when an acronym can-

didate is generated by the word alignment rule and the non-

alignment rule. Especially, the generation type MGT is as-

signed when both the syllable alignment rule and the word 

alignment rule must be used as shown in an acronym candi-

date with bold lines of Fig. 3.

3.2 Acronym Candidate Verification

In order to select final dictionary entries from candidate 

pairs, the proposed model utilizes a Naive Bayes classifier 

as shown in the following equation. For the purpose of im-

proving verification performance, a training set is divided 

into three training sets according to the acronym generation 

types, and then each classifier learns from its own training 

set with its own suitable features as shown in Fig. 2.

argmax

pair•¸{0,1}P(pair|acr, def, web dots) (1)
argmax

pair•¸{0,1}P(pair|f1,f2,•cfn) (2)

Fig. 3 Acronyms candidate generation example.
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= argmaxpair•¸{0,1}P(pair)•~P(f1,f2,•cfn|pair)/

P(f1,f2,•cfn)

= argmax

pair•¸{0,1}P(pair)•~P(f1,f2,•c,fn|pair) (4)
argmax

pair•¸{0,1}P(pair)•~ƒ®ni=1P(fi|pair) (5)

Given an acronym candidate, a definition, and web 
documents, the proposed model estimates the probability 
of appearing the given acronym-definition pair, and selects 
whether the pair takes either 1 to accept the candidate pair 
as a final dictionary entry or 0 to reject it according to the 
highest probability as described in the equation (1). The 
equation (2) describes that the given events are replaced by 
some features, and is rewritten as the equation (3) based on 
Bayes' theorem. In the equation (4), the denominator is re-
moved because the denominator is not related to the goal 
value pair. Finally, the equation (5) generalizes multiple 
events by the chain rule and the assumption that a feature is 
independent on the other features.

As shown in Table 1, the proposed model uses eight 
verification features to represent the characteristics between 
an acronym candidate and a definition. The generation fea-
tures, fnum1, fnum2, and fnum3, express the numeric character-
istics related to generate an acronym from a definition. Also, 
the difference features, fdiff1, fdiff2, and fdiff3, describe the 
difference between a definition and an acronym. Besides, 
the frequency features, ffreq1 and ffreq2, describe the ten-
dency that a definition more often occurs with its correct 
acronym than its incorrect acronym in web documents.

4. Experimentation

For the purpose of examining the coverage of the proposed 
model, we have applied three alignment rules to a set of 
815 correct acronym-definition pairs based on 314 defini-
tions. The definitions written by Korean consist of 161 com-
pany names, 85 government agency names, and 68 univer-
sity names. As a result, the model covers 99.51% correct 

Table 1 Verification features.

pairs while generating 158.68 candidate pairs per definition 
on average. Finally, the model yields 2.62 dictionary entries 
per definition on average after verification.

In order to prove the verification validity of the pro-
posed model, we have tested the model with 5-fold cross 
validation on a set which is divided into 80% for the train-
ing set and 20% for the test set. Clearly, the set consists 
of 50,139 pairs of an acronym candidate and a definition, 
which are manually classified into 815 correct pairs and 
49,324 incorrect pairs based on three alignment rules. Be-
sides, we utilize the following performance measures. Pre-
cision indicates the average ratio of correct dictionary en-
tries from final dictionary entries generated and verified by 
the proposed model. Recall indicates the average ratio of 
correct final dictionary entries from 815 correct pairs in the 
set. F-measure indicates their harmonic mean.

4.1 Performance on Feature Combination

For the purpose of evaluating the verification performance 
according to feature combinations, we select some useful 
features, and evaluate these features on F-measure as shown 
in each row of Table 2. In order to clearly show the char-
acteristics of each acronym generation type, we also divide 
both the training data set and the test data set by acronym 

generation types.
The experimental results show that the best single fea-

ture indicates the feature ffreg1 because the co-occurrence 
in web documents provides decisive information to classify 

plausible acronyms and implausible acronyms. Also, the 
feature fnum2 is so useful since the last syllables tend to be 
strongly disallowed in most acronyms. Besides, the length 
difference feature fdiff1 is more effective than the acronym 
length feature fnum1. As a result, the synergy effect of these 
features shows the best performance at 68.17% F-measure 
of ALL as shown in Table 2.

However, the useful features are different according 
to each acronym generation type. Particularly, SGT obvi-
ously depends on the frequency features, ffreq1 and ffreq2, 
because Syllable Alignment Rule allows to generate implau-
sible acronyms. Unlike other two types, WGT prefers the 
word feature fdiff3 because WGT is closely related to words 
rather than syllables. On the other hand, MGT prefers the 
feature fnum3 indicating the number of using Syllable Align-

Table 2 Performance on feature combination.
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Table 3 Comparison with previous model.

ment Rule since the mixed rate between SGT and WGT is 
important in MGT. These results show that each acronym 

generation type has its own characteristics.

4.2 Comparison with Previous Model

For comparison with previous models on the same test en-
vironment, we have applied (Yeates99) [3] and (Qu04) [6] to 
a Korean acronym generation topic. Furthermore, we have 
implemented both the proposed model using a Single Clas-
sifier and the proposed model using Specialized Classifiers 
indicating that each acronym generation type has its own 
classifier.

Table 3 shows that (Qu04) improves 46.18% recall by 
verifying each acronym-definition pair in web documents 
compared with (Yeates99). It describes that, (Yeates99), 
which focuses on finding an acronym-definition pair ap-
peared in the same document, cannot obtain other cor-
rect acronyms which do not appear in the document while 
(Qu04) can verify these acronyms in the web documents.

(Qu04) using only the co-occurrence feature in the 
web documents prefers the more frequent words to the less 
frequent words although a definition is unrelated to the 
more frequent words in the web documents. On the other 
hand, a Single Classifier can reduce the preference by us-
ing the acronym generation features to represent the gener-
ation characteristics between an acronym candidate and a 
definition. Therefore, it improves 5.30% F-measure. Fur-
thermore, Specialized Classifiers based on each type's own 
characteristics show 1.95% better F-measure than a Single 
Classifier. As a result, Specialized Classifiers lead to 7.25% 
F-measure improvement compared to (Qu04), and 49.43% 
recall improvement compared to (Yeates99).

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new model of automatically con-
structing an acronym dictionary based on three acronym 

generation types: the syllable-based generation type, the 

word-based generation type, and the mixed generation type. 

The proposed model has achieved following performance 

improvements.

First, the proposed model verifies each acronym-

definition candidate pair in web documents to obtain a large-

scale acronym dictionary. The experimental results show 

that the proposed model improves 49.43% recall compared 

with a previous model recognizing each acronym-definition 

pair in the same document.

Second, the proposed model utilizes acronym genera-

tion characteristics for verifying acronym-definition candi-

date pairs. The experimental results show that the proposed 

model improves approximately 5.30% F-measure by using 

the generation characteristics.

Third, the proposed model uses a different classifier 

for each acronym generation type. The experimental re-

sults show that specialized classifiers yield 1.95% better F-

measure compared to a single classifier.

For future works, we will apply the proposed model to 

other languages such as Chinese and Japanese, which do not 

have any explicit property to distinguish an acronym from a 

non-acronym. Also, we will design a method which can 

filter out the highly frequent words unrelated to a definition.

Furthermore, we will consider a more robust method against 

some spelling or spacing errors in web documents.
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